It has been generally accepted that there are two different type cells the polygonal lipid cell containing many lipid vacuoles, and the spherical or ellipsoid summer cell loaded with dense granules-in the adrenal cortex of the bullfrog. Recently, Nakamura (1967), Sekiguchi (1968) and Suzuki (1968) suggested a possibility of lipid cell to turn into summer cell by storing acidophilic granules in the bullfrog. The authors have demonstrated a reliable evidence for occurrence of an intermediary cell type on the occasion of transformation of lipid cell into summer cell in April and July bullfrogs.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Nine male bullfrogs (Rana catesbeiana) weigh- 
OBSERVATION
By observation on our preparations, it was revealed that the shape of lipid cell is rather indistinct during breeding and summer seasons because of the obscure borders of adjoining cells (Figs. 1 and 2 The demonstrable granular elements in the cell-body might belong to the dense granules.
DISCUSSION
Primarily it must be discussed whether or not the dense granules scattered in the cytoplasm of intermediary cell are compatible in nature with the dense granules in the summer cell. The problem probably lies in the differential diagnosis of dense granules from the mitochondria. The typical lipid cells which may be in the resting phase are devoid of dense granules in the summer frogs. Especially in the hibernating November frogs there were few dense granules in the"stabilized" lipid cells. The dense granules were stained intensively, while the mitochondria stained weakly were not clearly discernible by toluidin blue stain. These properties support the view that the dense granules scattered in the cytoplasm of the lipid cell are identical with those concentrated in the summer cell. Nakamura (1967) pointed out that the acidophilic summer cell becomes hypertrophic and proliferate in the highest degree during the breeding period (April). The intermediary cell demonstrated in the present observation might be inherent in the hypertrophied acidophilic summer cell containing less acidophilic granules. In the ACTH administered bullfrogs, the lipid cell is susceptible of having the character of summer cell by storing the acidophilic granules (Suzuki 1968) . In particular, a single administration of ACTH to hibernating frogs enabled the lipid cell to rapidly turn into summer cell within a short period of 30mins. In consideration of this quick response observed in the summer cell, it was claimed by Suzuki that the augmentation in number of acidophilic cell is not due to cell-division, but to cellular transformation. Concerning the homology of these two cells in the Amphibia, Suzuki considered that the 
